
World Leading Commercial Cleaning Equipment
Back Pack Vacuum Cleaners 

The Superpro 700 Series is the world leader in back pack 
vacuum cleaner design. Statistics show that vacuuming 
with a back pack is the most efficient way to clean. 
The Superpro 700 Series can clean up to an amazing 
700sqm per hour saving you time and money.



The Back Pack Advantage
When it comes to the world’s most efficient vacuum cleaner, Pacvac’s Superpro 700 has the measure 
on all other vacuum cleaners. Independent testing by the International Sanitary Supply Association 
(ISSA – “The Official ISSA 540 Cleaning Times”) tested how long it took the different types of vacuum 
cleaners to clean 1,000 square feet (93 square metres). The statistics from the test are as follows:

  Carpet Surface Vacuumed with: Square Metres Minutes Square M per Hr.

  Back Pack Vacuum & 12” Carpet Tool 93 8.25 675

  Tank Type/Canister Vacuum & 12” Carpet Tool 93 24.00 232

  12” Upright Vacuum Cleaner 93 26.80 208

The results are clear. Back pack vacuum cleaners have a much higher 
efficiency level, saving you time and money.

Clear lid - easier to see when it’s time to empty 
the bag. Offset inlet creates cyclonic effect 
ensuring maximum suction power.

A world standard ergonomic “body-moulded” frame 
and adjustable harness. Designed for increased 
comfort and anatomically correct posture.

Two cloth dust bags and five paper bags 
included for easy maintenance.

Hypercone™ HEPA filter - the only filter 
in the market that maintains suction as the 
dust bag fills.

Super strong cord restraint - prevents 
disconnections and provides operator protection. 

Premium flow-through motors - ensuring 
maximum suction power and durability.

Plug in lead - creates less service requirements 
and saves money.

Accessory belt with crevice tool, dusting brush 
and upholstery tool.



Australia’s first choice
The Superpro 700 Series is efficient, durable and is the result of 
over 30 years of innovative design and development, making 
them the Australian cleaning industry’s first choice in back pack  
vacuum cleaners. Their performance is also matched by their comfort. 
The Superpro 700 Series is fitted with a world standard ergonomically 
designed harness, HEPA rated Hypercone™ filtration and provides 
cleaners with an effortless and healthy cleaning experience.

Superpro 700 is specifically designed for Commercial Premises, 
Offices, Schools, Resorts, Airports, Department Stores, 
Showrooms, Theatres, Surgeries and Households. 

Specifically designed for environmentally green cleaning, 
fitted with an energy and volume control switch.

Specifically designed for Cafes, Factories, Hospitals, 
Laboratories, Nursing Homes where accidental suction 
of liquid is likely to occur.

Micron 700 is specifically designed for Chemical Laboratories, 
High Tech Laboratories and Infection Control-Critical Hospital Wards. 

 
Specifically wired for On-Board Power Systems found on 
various Aircraft.

 
Specifically designed for areas where a power cord is not 
required.

From offices to hotels to aircraft, Pacvac has a range of six super productive 
back packs to suit any type of cleaning job in every environment.

Choose your back pack



The Kit includes: 

           Training and maintenance DVD.

           Training Resources Pack.

           A3 Safety and Maintenance Poster.

Available FREE on request  (Limits may apply).

Productivity
Booster Kit

The industry’s most advanced productivity and OH&S package!
To ensure a comfortable and efficient clean, ask for our Productivity Booster Kit. 

Specifications

World Leading Commercial Cleaning Equipment
Back Pack Vacuum Cleaners 

Distributed by:Follow us on:

To find out where to buy visit our website www.pacvac.com
(Subject to change without notice).

Superpro 700

Motor: 1000W Flow-through 
Noise level: 66dB(A) (at 1.5m) 
Filtration: 4 stage, 99.99% efficiency at 0.3 micron 
Airflow Volume: 38 litres per sec 
Tank Capacity: 5 litres 
Weight: 5.0 kgs (excluding power cord and hose) 
Warranty: 2 years on body and motor

 

 

Superpro 700 Models’ Alternate Specifications: 

Superpro duo 700: 1000W By-pass motor, 74dB(A) 

Superpro wispa 700: 1300W Flow-through motor, Wispa Mode: 62dB(A), Airflow Vol: 32 litres per sec 

Superpro micron 700: 65dB(A) 

Superpro trans 700: 850W Flow-through motor, 120V~400Hz, 63dB(A), 29 litres per sec, hard wired cable 

Superpro battery 700: 400W Flow-through motor, 24DC, 62.5dB(A), 29 litres per sec, 6.1kgs (with battery 
pack, excluding hose)
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